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About This Game

The year is 1975, the Cold War is omnipresent and beneath the veneer of détente the tension between the two superpowers
irreversibly escalate towards the ultimate confrontation.

As an at-sea "accident" results in the sinking of a Royal Navy frigate and the Warsaw Pact is mobilizing, events rapidly spiral
out of control. The world is plunging towards another global conflict - but this time, there will be no post-war recovery, only

nuclear disaster.

Do you have what it takes to stand up to Soviet/WP forces and avert Armageddon?

Command: Northern Inferno is a stand-alone game that uses the latest version of the Command: Modern Air/Naval Operations
(CMANO) engine. It also serves as a DLC for existing CMANO owners.

For the first time after the release of the most realistic and accurate modern warfare simulation, the developer, Warfare Sims,
has created a fully-fledged campaign expansion that encompasses 15 scenarios across one of the most thrilling and intense

moments of recent history.

While the campaign is fictitious, every single part of this electrifying set of scenarios has been meticulously researched to
deliver an entirely new experience to please both novice players and experts.

A full stand alone game, that expands the Command: Modern Air/Naval Operations franchise, 2013's Wargame of the
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Year, to a new theatre: play as a single, separate game, or add it to your collection of scenarios for CMANO

15 nail-biting campaign scenarios written by Paul A. Bridge, active Royal Navy officer and Falklands veteran: scenarios
are introduced by historic videos, edited and voiced over to link scenarios and set the scene for the campaign progression

6 introductory tutorials: designed and built to teach you how to get into the game in an approachable and accessible way

Air, surface and underwater combat utilizing CMANO's highly-praised simulation engine: in a world on the verge of
global conflict, every unit is key to success, but only by mastering joint operations, will contenders be able to achieve
victory

Conventional and nuclear operations: how far can the world go? Will they use nuclear weapons?
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Horribly laggy and super-bugged. That Herman Hum dude that goes around and trashes these games on the forums is correct..
Really clumsy and opaque mission editor: played about 4 or 5 "tutorials" and still can't figure it out. I was really hoping this
would be a worthy Harpoon successor, but the control system is so un-intuitive it's painful. I'm getting fed up and frustrated
even before getting into the game. Also really slow map scrolling and zooming, it's like clunk clunk clunk as you're trying to see
what is happening. Anyone know where I can re-buy the old Harpoon? It was miles better than this.. good simulation,quite
hard,but i am getting better.If they crossed this with hoi4,it would be amazing. A rather short one, but there isn't that much to
say really. A great expansion for a really great game. This campaign feels very plausible and was certainly very carefully
researched. TV reports make it even more immersive.. could not figure this out... at all. If you clock this game Israel will try to
sink the USS Liberty.
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If you clock this game Israel will try to sink the USS Liberty.. The Steam version of this game is bugged. All of a sudden the
Mission Editor window will not come up even on totally fresh scenarios.

Also the third mission in the campaign is bugged and so the campaign finishes there.. A worthy successor to the Harpoon series.
Hours of fun for all potential PWOs!. I got my first triumph after 10 hours.

But damn, I dont have a single idea about how did I won.

Such simulation, much wow.. This is a challenging campaign and you will learn a lot about military assets in the mid 1970s. In
addition my strategic skills were advanced. However, I would not buy this as a stand-alone package, without the full game and
community tutorials I would have spent way more time in forums and YouTube than enjoying this. My suggestion is you find
the full game on sale, get good at the interface and tutorials, then add this to your library. Oh...this isn’t a dynamic campaign, it’s
a set story.. I really wanted to like this game, but I have to say I'm giving up on it. I understand that there is niche market for
people who desrie an extremely realistic simulation of real-life situations, but I feel like this game has gone too far in delivering
that. This game is apparently for people who actually have experience working in a naval command and communications center
and (i guess) try out things that maybe they weren't allowed to. If you're looking to play this game and learn more about how
naval operations are conducted, I would say the learning curve as presented in the game is too steep for all but those who may
have already had some professional experience in the navy.. Top level strategic and tactical simulation with accurate data. I've
been waiting for many years for a game of this calibre and it's finally here. If they can add in larger scale land warfare and an
even larger strategic focus it will be a dream come true. This is a way overpriced updated version of Harpoon. I really like the
game but in todays market it just doesnt seem right to pay 20 bucks for a campaign, which is all you get here. You can play any
part of the campaign which is nice, but weapons miss/failure rate is depressing. This game also comes with a bunch of scenerios
but you cant play them without dropping an extra $90 on it. So dont waste your $20. Pay the $90 for command modern air if
you are thinking about trying this game. Just keep in mind there is no graphics - which doesnt bother me, i like strategic games.
I wont pay the $90, that is way too much for a game with no graphics. If i had to do it over again, i wouldnt pay more than $7
for it, and i wont pay more than $25 for the real game.. F...ing Awesome, nothing like this even better than Harpoon!
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